Introduction
One of the main and most important features of road traffic safety is the road quality. To control the quality of highways today, the technology of measuring cracks on asphalt surface, based on the definition of photometric data [1] [2] [3] , has become widespread. In this technology laser crack control methods are widely used as the most accurate [4, 5] . To automate the process of photometric and laser measurements, methods are used and devices are improved for the accumulation and automatic processing of results [6] [7] [8] [9] . The functionality limitation of this technology is to obtain the quality characteristics of the road on the surface only.
A wider development for quality control of roads was obtained by GPR methods and control devices, which allow to determine not only cracks on the surface, but also the geometric dimensions of both the general structure and the individual layers of road surfaces [10] [11] [12] [13] . Among GPR methods, multifunctional georadar development has become widespread, allowing, along with the surface quality of highways, to determine the thickness of their coatings, the dielectric constant of both layers of pavements and subsurface soils [14] [15] [16] [17] . Among such developments, GPR methods and devices for determining the dielectric coefficients and the layered structure of the lunar soil should be highlighted, which also can be used to determine the quality of highways [18, 19] . The main limitation of GPR technology is that the equipment provides for the measurement of only the geometrical parameters of the pavement layers and the presence of heterogeneities in the layers.
To determine the quality of roads, is also used a technology to determine the surface roughness 2 1 of roads, based on the simultaneous method of collecting data from a GPS navigator and measuring accelerometer when scanning a road from a moving vehicle [20, 21] . The disadvantage of this technology is the applicability only to the surface of the road. Acoustic and ultrasonic measurement methods are used to determine the strength of road pavements, since the acoustic waves propagation speed in road pavement layers is related to their strength characteristics [22] [23] [24] . The main limitation in the application of the acoustic method measurement is the impossibility of road internal layers strength determining.
Analyzing all the methods and devices used to determine the quality of roads, we note that there is no fast and affordable express control measuring method of the pavement layers strength characteristics, while simultaneously recording the presence of voids, water inclusions, heterogeneous, internal damage, etc.
Based on the above, this article aims to show a methodical and technical solution that combines the advantages of georadar and acoustic methods of highways quality control. The basis of the work was carried out theoretical and experimental studies of a new method proposed by the authors for measuring vibration parameters in pavement layers by registering radar signals reflected from borders and road environment inhomogeneities by the GPR receiving path. Field tests of the developed experimental equipment prototype were carried out, which confirmed that the synchronous detection of received radar signals relative to the probing reference impulses allows, in a non-contact way, to measure vibration propagating in the multilayer structure of the road. A distinctive feature of the proposed technique and the developed equipment is the possibility of choosing the depth of received radar signals modulated by vibration-acoustic oscillations propagating in the pavement layers being studied, which makes it possible to measure the strength characteristics of the pavement layers.
Physical essence of the georadar vibration-acoustic method
The physical essence of the proposed vibration-acoustic georadar technology for determining the strength of road layers is based on combined application of georadar and acoustic methods, and the combination includes the advantages of georadar and the dignity of vibration-acoustic methods. This allows a non-contact determining the strength characteristics of each layer of the road.
The physical essence of the developed georadar vibration-acoustic method functioning was investigated. The studies show that the electromagnetic wave modulation is caused not only by an instantaneous vibration-acoustic displacement of the pavement layers' boundaries but also by the medium density fluctuation which, in turn, causes alternating changes in dielectric permeability of pavement material under the influence of vibration-acoustic oscillations. Thus, the physical essence responds to two processes: contributing the boundary medium perturbations and contributing the modulation of its density, and, therefore, the dielectric permeability [22] .
Theoretical frameworks of the georadar vibration-acoustic method for pavement strength control
The main parameter characterizing the strength of building materials of the pavement clothes is an elasticity modulus or Young's modulus [5] . Therefore, the initial formulas for the developed algorithm of georadar vibration-acoustic method for pavement strength control are:
where: -vibration-acoustic wave velocity, -material density.
To confirm the validity of the Eq. (1), a preliminary comparative analysis of the measurement of acoustic velocity and material density with the results of a laboratory analysis of elasticity modulus was carried out. It was found that the Eq. (1) characterizes in direct dependence the strength of material that is part of the pavement structure.
To determine the elasticity modulus using the georadar vibration-acoustic set of equipment in each pavement layer, it is necessary to measure the acoustic wave velocity . This requires determination each layer thicknesses , , , …, and measurement acoustic wave propagation time in each layer. With that in mind, the basic sequence of implementation the algorithm is as follows: time marks , , , …, corresponding to the PL boundaries are measured by radar equipment and compiled. According to the received marks, the PL thicknesses , , , …, are determined:
The thickness values in Eq. (2) are expressed in centimeters, the time values -in nanoseconds, and is the dielectric permittivity value of the corresponding layer.
Then, acoustic wave propagation time in each nth controllable layer is determined in the mode of analysis the amplitude variation in the radar signal reflected from each pavement layer:
In Eqs. (3), (4) the values , , , …, are the acoustic wave velocity in the first, second or th layer:
On this evidence, in accordance with Eq. (1) the elasticity modulus is calculated in each pavement layer.
The advantage of the proposed method is that the vibration-acoustic layer fluctuations are periodic with numerous repetition of oscillation periods after arousing impulse influence, for example, from passing vehicles. Proceeding from this, it is useful to accumulate signals by measuring and recording vibrational spectrum of pavement layers by means of applying the Fourier periodic signal transform function. Therefore, on the basis of Eq. (4) and taking into account the fact that the resonance frequency of each layer is inversely proportional to the double vibration-acoustic signal propagation time by simple transformations one can obtain:
Finally, the formulas for determining the pavement layers' strength on the basis of Eqs. (5) and (1) becomes:
Confirmation of the periodicity of PL vibration-acoustic oscillations during their periodic pulsed excitation can be obtained from the results of generated computer simulation which is given below.
Generated computer simulation of vibration-acoustic oscillations of the pavement layers at their impulsive excitation
In order to optimize development of the equipment for studying the process of acoustic signals propagation in a layered pavement medium, the COMSOL finite element analysis software package was applied [25] . The geometric model of the roadway platform consists of three layers: two layers of asphalt and a crushed-stone base. The indicative reference physical and mechanical specifications of the layers are presented in the Table 1 . The source of the vibration-acoustic pulse is located at the origin point on the surface of dense asphalt with a radius of 0.05 meters. The simulation result is an analysis of the transient process in a layered medium for 7×10 -3 sec. The excitation source of the acoustic impulse imparts an acceleration of 2354 m per on the surface area ≅ 25 cm 2 of the roadway platform at the initial time. The graph of the amplitude and duration of the vibration-acoustic excitation pulse of a layered medium is shown in Fig. 1 . The analysis of the obtained modeling data shows that each specific layer of the medium highlights from the broadband excitation pulse the oscillations with a frequency that corresponds to the geometric and physical specifications of the layer and, among other, the components of vibration-acoustic oscillations associated with the strength characteristics of the layers are indicated.
On the basis of computer modeling for specific pavement structures, the functional scheme of the developed hardware system is optimized with the allocation of resonant vibration-acoustic oscillations in accordance with Eqs. (5) and (6) which allows to obtain reliable results of determining the PL strength.
Hardware implementation of the georadar vibration-acoustic set of equipment
The hardware complex is represented by an antenna and a measuring unit. The Fig. 4 shows the structural block-diagram of the prototype hardware. Antenna unit 1 comprises a horn sending antenna 1A and a horn receiving antenna 1B. Both antennas are identical, their function follows from their name, and the design provides high energy efficiency, a narrow directivity diagram and a low level of phase dispersion required for receiving broadband impulse microwave signals. The measuring unit contains the correspondingly connected pulse shaping module and microwave power amplifier (PSM and MPA) 2, the synchronization and control module (SCM) 3 of the measuring unit, the module of the analog-to-digital converter of the high-frequency signals (MACA) 4, the programmable amplifier module and the device for sampling and storage of microwave signals (PAM and DSS) 5. In addition, the measurement unit includes an RF-signal switch-board 6, a RMS RF-signal detector 7, a spectrum analyzer of the detected RF-signals 8 (SA), a spectrum analyzer control computer 9, a hardware complex control computer 10.
The pulse shaping module and microwave power amplifier have the functions:
• Formation of the probe pulse delay relative to the sync signal front of the DSS module 5. The delay value is calculated in the hardware complex control computer 10 at executing the applied software procedures and as a control code for the programmable devices of the module is sent and stored in the SCM module 3:
• Formation of a probe pulse in the form of an envelope of one frequency period -1.3 GHz;
• The probe pulse amplification to the power level required to perform georadar measurements of pavement layers.
SCM module 3 contains a timing SHF-generator with a PLL to synchronize the operation of the equipment devices and a frequency divider with a pre-set dividing factor to set the duration of the time interval for recording the reflected signal from the probe signal layers. In this case, the SCM module 3 receives, stores and translates the control codes and mode selection signals from the computer 10 to the control inputs of the programmable microwave devices of the PSM and MPA module 2 and the PAM and DSS module 5.
The purpose of the module is:
• Receive and storage of codes for setting the gain level of the input microwave signal from the horn receiving antenna 1B for the programmable amplifier of the module 5;
• Synchronization of the capture moment of input RF/microwave-signals for the MACA module 4 and the DSS module 5, respectively;
• Reception, storage and translation of installation codes for controlling the moment of probe pulse emission in PSM and MPA module 2.
MACA module 4 has a USB 2.0 interface for communication with the hardware complex control computer 10, a local communication bus with the SCM module 3, a synchronisation input for sampling the measurement signal and provides:
• AD-conversion of signals from the horn receiving antenna 1B which became possible due to the reception and capture of microwave sounding signals reflected from the pavement layers in the DSS module 5;
• Measurement data sets transfer via the USB 2.0 interface to the hardware complex control computer 10 for processing by the algorithms of the installed application software (IAS) and subsequent visualization in the GUI;
• Control signals and installation codes transmission by the local bus to the SCM module 3 for programmable devices in the hardware configuration at executing the software commands and procedures.
The MACA module 4 as well as the spectrum analyzer 8 are based on a digital oscilloscopeattachment with an external USB 2.0 interface. In this case, the first digital oscilloscope has an additional option -a local control bus, and the second one is programmed for operation in the spectrum analyzer mode.
The switch-board 6 depending on the selected operating mode and the control signal from the SCM module 3 translates the output signal of the DSS module 5 either to the signal input of the MACA module 4 or to the input of the spectrum analyzer 8. In this case, the hardware complex operates as a georadar (signal from the DSS module 5 goes to the MACA module 4 with the subsequent data processing in the hardware complex control computer 10) or as a strength characteristics calculator (the signal from the DSS module 5 is sequentially processed by the detector 7 and the spectrum analyzer 8 under the control of the spectrum analyzer control computer 9).
The main task of the measuring unit is to adapt the relatively large (-1 ns) time of signal digitization in the ADC measuring block to the required ultra-small (-50 ps) sampling time of the measured RF-signal. This problem is successfully solved with the usage of the above-noted circuit of the storage sampling amplifier (SSA) and the synchronization methods of the measuring and RF-blocks.
In operating principle, the structural block-diagram of a georadar vibration-acoustic set of equipment is a high-speed radio-location measuring device -a georadar with high-resolution to the time of discretization the radar signals reflected from the pavement layers. The basis of the method is georadar vibration-acoustic measurements. Radiolocation measuring method is very sensitive and perceives not only the geometric dimensions of the structural layers but also the vibration-acoustic oscillations of their structure. Therefore, the basis of the developed technique is a radar or georadar method optimized for pavement layers. The usage of vibration-acoustic oscillations with the application of their detection by radar signals is essentially intended in accordance with the above Eqs. (5) and (6) for the precise determination the elastic (strength) characteristics of the inner pavement layers related to the reliability and road safety.
Sequence of operation of the georadar vibration-acoustic set of equipment
The algorithms for the equipment operation were carried out in the following sequence. In real-time sequentially at each measurement point with a frequency of 40×10 6 samples per second, a radio-location signal trace was recorded. These traces were accumulated in the controlling computer memory in the form of a radargram that were also displayed in the software view window. Then the software processed the results.
In accordance with adjustment the levels of radar signals reflected from the layers' boundaries, the time marks , , , …, corresponding to the specified boundaries of the pavement layers were formed programmatically at the radargram scale. Under the received marks in accordance with the operating procedure and with the order of computational algorithms realization [refer to the above-mentioned Eqs. (2) and (3)], the pavement layers' thicknesses , , , …, were determined. The thickness of each layer was further refined by the method of automatic search of "observation points", each of which characterizes the total propagation time of the electromagnetic signal along the path "emitted antenna -layer boundary -receiving antenna". For an "observation point" corresponding to the exact coincidence the time of propagation of the reflected electromagnetic signal from the boundary between the pavement layers, an increase in the level of the reflected radiolocation signal was recorded, resulting in accurately determination the pavement layer thickness with corrected for the dielectric and magnetic permeability of road pavement materials. After the selected points determination, the georadar equipment was automatically or by an external control signal transferred to the mode of analyzing changes in the amplitude of the signal at each selected point. Time-based detection (or the signal changes timing) corresponds to the acoustic wave propagation times in each monitored layer. The algorithms for the precise determination of propagation times were supported, as mentioned above, by the functions of forward and inverse Fourier signal transform. Due to the continuous averaging of the measured values in the frequency spectrum domain, it was possible to obtain more reliable and refined results of measurements of signal propagation times in the pavement layers in accordance with the formulas [refer to direct and inverse transitions from Eq. (3) to Eq. (5)]. Based on the results of frequency and time measurements for each selected point, the acoustic wave propagation velocity in the first, second, third and th layers were programmed. In accordance with the algorithms given above in Eqs. (2)- (6), the current strength values of the pavement layers were calculated and determined.
Test procedure
During tests in laboratory conditions the road sample was represented by a 75 cm×85 cm asphalt slab and in actual conditions the area under investigation was selected on the Henan Province roads [highways in the Xin-Xian City region (PRC)] from the conditions of ensuring the maximum possible level of tests safety.
In accordance with the procedure described above, which is involved in the implementation of measurement algorithms according to Eqs. (2)- (6), in the hardware, in order to increase the reliability and efficiency of measurements, as mentioned above, a more efficient method of representing signals in the frequency form by implementing the function of direct Fourier transform of signals was applied. This method, due to continuous averaging of the extracted signals in narrow bands of the frequency spectrum, provided to obtain more reliable and refined measurement results in specific frequency values, in terms of equal time signals distribution in the pavement layers in accordance with the Eq. (3). To do this, the investigated sample of the slab or road surface was resonated with a short shock pulse and a digital oscilloscope was triggered by the pulse of synchronization. The oscilloscope recorded resonant vibration-acoustic oscillations of the road structure by means of the Fourier transform function. The resonance frequency and thickness were used to determine the velocity of vibration-acoustic oscillations propagation in the asphalt-concrete slab in accordance with Eq. (5). Further, in accordance with Eq. (6), the elasticity modulus was determined.
In order to independently determine the elasticity modulus of the asphalt-concrete slab, a comparative laboratory analysis method was used by determining the elasticity modulus with respect to the ultrasound propagation velocity in the slab followed by a module refinement for the slab material density.
During tests in full-scale conditions each layer thickness was determined by the method of scanning the "observation points", each of which characterizes the total propagation time of the electromagnetic signal along the path "emitted antenna -layer boundary -receiving antenna". For the "observation point" corresponding to the exact coincidence of the time of propagation of the reflected electromagnetic signal from the boundary between the pavement layers, a sharp increase in the level of the reflected radar signal was observed. This made it possible to accurately determine the pavement layers' thickness corrected for the dielectric penetrability of the road pavement material. The density of this or that layer was defined as a tabulated quantity in accordance with the sound propagation velocity in the layer (see the above-mentioned Table 1 ). Fig. 5 shows a schematic diagram of the research carried out on the road using the developed hardware complex prototype of a georadar vibration-acoustic set of equipment. the measuring complex can be considered as a virtual "vibration sensor" placed at any selected point in the pavement layers. The location of the "observation point" in depth is set using the software of the system control computer, and the signal processing of the virtual "vibration sensor" is set using the software of the spectrum analyzer (SA) control computer. Fig. 6 shows a complex spectrogram of all self-induced vibrations of pavement of Henan's road [highways in the Xin-Xian City region (PRC)]. The spectrogram was obtained by extracting and detecting a radar signal corresponding to the total time of propagation of the direct and reflected signal from the pavement layers' boundaries. The given spectrogram is a frequency spectrum of amplitude oscillations and characterizes the basis for operating of the developed georadar vibrational-acoustic set of equipment prototype. The lowest spectrum component has a resonant frequency in the range of 1.36 kHz corresponding to the main resonant frequency of the pavement as a whole. To increase the measurements accuracy, the spectrum formation onset was carried out by a vibration-acoustic impulse of external excitation caused by a passing car or shock mechanism, at the first negative drop, which allowed obtaining accurate data about the resonances of the pavement structures. Such a technique applies to other spectrograms obtained for the boundaries of different pavement layers (see the Figs. 7, 8 ). As mentioned above, the algorithm of rapid automatic search of "observation points" for finding the maximum of reflected signals provides more accurate determination the pavement layers' boundaries. This, in turn, in accordance with equations (2), provides a precise definition of the layer thickness between the boundaries and, as a result, contributes to obtain a high accuracy of measurements to determine the pavement layers' strength. As an example of function the finding of maximum modulation of the radar signal corresponding to one or another layer of the road pavement, the Figs. 9, 10 and 11 show spectrograms of the natural oscillations of the road pavement for various "observation points". In particular, the See the Eq. (2). The same method determines the thickness of the middle pavement layer. Based on the obtained spectrograms for the top pavement layer, the natural frequency is = 9672 Hz (see the Fig. 7) . Based on the results of georadar measurements with a repetition frequency of 40 MHz, the result of the average values of the upper layer thickness was: = 7.0 cm. Accordingly, the acoustic wave velocity in this road layer in accordance with (7) is equal to:
On the basis of this, the elasticity modulus for the upper layer is respectively equal to: = ⋅ = 2380⋅1354⋅1354 = 4363 MPa. For the middle road layer, the natural frequency is: = 5670 Hz (see the Fig. 8 ). Based on the results of georadar measurements, the result of averaged instantaneous (with a frequency of 40 MHz) values of middle layer thickness was: 20 cm. Consequently, for the middle road layer, the acoustic wave velocity in accordance with (7) In order to evaluate and compare the obtained results, the elastic moduli of the upper and middle road layers of the investigated road structure were determined in the laboratory conditions. Comparative laboratory tests of the elastic moduli of these layers yielded results that coincide with the obtained instrumental data at a level of ±3.0 %, which for such studies characterizes the high quality of the developed technology.
The Fig. 12 shows the graph for determining the strength of one of the layers as an example of the operating of a mobile hardware complex prototype by the automatic measurement of the road pavement strength. The results were obtained by selecting and detecting the difference in the determined propagation times of the reflected electromagnetic signals corresponding to the boundaries between the road pavement layers, applying the Fourier transform method and calculating the strength by algorithms in accordance with the received and valid Eqs. Fig. 12 shows that at the chosen measurement location the elasticity modulus of the controlled layer decreases to 4.15 MPa (40 m abscissas axis). The obtained results are also verified by the tradition laboratory method and confirm both the potential of the proposed method for determining the elastic moduli and the operability of the developed georadar vibration-acoustic set of equipment prototype. The experiments have shown that the pavement layers in Henan Province (PRC) contain a small amount of moisture since they have a dielectric constant of 5 to 10 units and, in rare cases, up to 10-15 units. Therefore, to further increase the speed of express-control and increase the accuracy of georadar vibration-acoustic technology, it is advisable to improve the antenna design in order to increase the radar operating frequency from (2-3) GHz [(2-5)·10 9 Hz] up to (3-6) GHz [(3-6)·10 9 Hz]. It is also advisable to reduce the standing wave ratio (SWR) of the antennas to 1.5 in order to increase the measurement quality.
The applied block-diagram of the georadar vibration-acoustic complex is optimal, however, in order to provide an express-analysis of the pavement strength with an increased scanning speed, a two-channel scheme using two receiving antennas should be applied. Such a technical solution is preferable. In the further development, a transition to a multichannel measurement mode should be carried out.
For the construction the images of the multilayered pavement structures strength, further improvement of the software is necessary by applying additional mathematical processing of the results of georadar vibration-acoustic measurements
Conclusions
A new original method of non-destructive testing of road pavement strength is proposed. The method is based on the simultaneous measurement of radar and acoustic vibrations parameters that are spread in the layers of road pavements. Studies have shown that the applied combination of radar measurements with detection and subsequent spectral processing of vibration-acoustic signals allowed us to obtain new qualitative results of road pavements strength express-analysis. Optimal parameters of hardware implementation and software support of the created hardware complex are determined. The measuring hardware complex can be considered as a virtual "vibration sensor" placed at any selected point in the pavement layers. The location of the "observation point" in depth is set using the software of the system control computer, and the signal processing of the virtual "vibration sensor" is set using the software of the spectrum analyzer (SA) control computer. Experimental results of hardware complex application for the express-analysis of the road pavement strength in Henan Province (PRC) have been obtained. The results of the road pavement strength determination were verified by a comparative analysis with laboratory data. A high coincidence degree is obtained. This confirms both the proposed method promise and the necessity for further improvement of the hardware complex to increase its speed for the purpose of applying for express-control of highways including for widespread application in the provinces of China and elsewhere.
